ABSTRACT. We describe a cellular wild arc A in S^ that is the closure of the union of a null sequence of Alford arcs and show that if S is an arbitrary 2-sphere containing A and tame modulo A, then each point of A is a piercing point of S.
In [l] , Alford constructs a cellular arc A_ in S that is wild at all its points and that lies on a 2-sphere that is tame modulo A". We assume familiarity with the construction of this arc from "eyebolts. Definitions can be found in [3] . We use the following notations:
-the S-neighborhood of p, Bd = boundary, Int = interior, Cl = closure, and 8-set = a set whose diameter is less than z5.
We need the following lemma about the above arc A. is the only nondegenerate inverse set for g. Since gfS) is a 2-sphere that is tame modulo the tame arc g{B), gfS) is tame [6, Theorem 2] . Therefore g(C)
is a 3-cell. But g(C) and C/A, the decomposition space obtained by Since CUC' is S [5, Theorem 5.7] , it follows that the arc n(A u L) is cellular. However, the two nonpiercing points 7r(y) and n(y ) of 77 (5) 
